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A BSTR A CT
The magnetic wall reflection model was examined with the numerical simulation of the 
trajectory calculation of particles. This model is for the ions accelerated by some current- 
independent mechanism. The trajectory calculation showed angle dependency of highest 
velocities of accelerated particles. This characteristics is of the magnetic wall reflection 
model, not of the other current-independent acceleration mechanism. Thomson parabola 
measurements of accelerated ions produced in the gas-puff z-pinch experiments were carried 
out for the verification of the angle dependency.
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1 . In tro d u c tio n

Accelerated ions having energy in the order of 
MeV have been observed in many studies of 
high current experiments, particularly in the 
plasma foci [1,2] and z pinches [3,4]. Ion ac
celerations independent of the electric current 
direction in gas-puff z-pinch plasma were mea
sured [5]. However, the mechanism of the current- 
independent ion acceleration is still under dis- 
cussion [6-9]. Candidate models except for the 
current-directional electric field model should 
be discussed. The mechanical reflection model 
proposed by Gureev (1980) [6] is considered to 
be the most reasonable model. In the short 
time of pinch phenomena, the strong acceler
ation of particles may needs multiple head-on 
collisions with imploding wall like the first-order 
shockwave Fermi acceleration in astrophysics.
In the collisional z-pinch plasma, particles in 
the hollow area of radially imploding annular 
cylinder can always obtain the gains of kinetic 
energy by the multiple head-on collisions. En
ergy distributions of particles indicates power- 
law condition in general statistical acceleration 
(even in the first order Fermi process), and 
maximum energies exist because tha t some re
alistic velocity of shockwave discovered in as
trophysics may control the limitation of accel-

calculation

F ig .1 : Schematic diagram of multiple collisions 
in the magnetic wall reflection model

erated ions. While, the accelerations in this 
study may be limited by another process, be
cause the configuration of reflection surface is 
different from that in the astrophysical condi
tion. Multiple reflection process in the self
contracting plasma have to be discussed. Be
cause the mechanical acceleration proposed by 
Gureev (1980) has not take the various experi
mental conditions into account (only ideal elas
tic collisions between ions and a rigid wall), the 
reflection processes with the various magnetic 
wall is discussed in this study.
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Fig. 2: Typical spatial changes of traveling particles between the rigid wall.

2. N um erical C alcu lation

Numerical simulation of the trajectory calcu
lation was carried out for the understanding of 
the magnetic wall reflection model. Equation of 
motion of particles were solved with the Euler 
method. In real, ionized particles can interact 
intricately with the current sheet of the plasma. 
For simple, the imploding current sheet is as
sumed to be a rigid wall. Particles collide with 
the rigid wall completely elastically. The rigid 
wall contracts toward the discharge axis. Par
ticles can be reflected by the collision with the 
wall, and they obtain twice the velocity of the 
wall. Interactions among particles are ignored. 
In the magnetic wall reflection model, the final 
ion velocity can change depending on the angle 
of the wall. This tendency should be shown in

the numerical calculation. After that, it should 
be verified by the discharge experiments.

In x  — y cordinates, particles having a veloc
ity v = (vXl vy) are distributed inside the cylin
drical wall contracting toward the discharge axis 
(y axis). It is assumed tha t whole particles have 
same velocity, but velocity components are all 
different. For calculation, present coordinate 
is transformed rotationally to the coordinate 
with reference to the rigid wall surface. The 
angle between the rigid surface and the x  axis 
(horizontal axis) is defined as 9. The 0 is the 
function of the position {xyy). The velocity 
components parallel and perpendicular to the 
rigid wall surface are defined 3sv / /  and t；j_, re
spectively. The v// and v丄 are calculated by 
following equation. Schematic diagram of mul
tiple collisions in the magnetic wall reflection
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Total number of particles

Fig. 3: Dependency of total number of particles 
against the highest velocities to the y direction

model is shown in F ig .1.

( v/ /  \ f  c〇s0  s i n 9  \  I  v x
Vi J  、 一sin 0 cos0 ノ 、％

Assumed tha t the velocity component of a 
particle perpendicular to the rigid wall surface 
before a collision is , twice the velocity com
ponent of the rigid wall perpendicular to its 
surface (Kvan)is added to vf± . The wall velocity 
+Kvall remain unchanged between before and 
after the collision. Reflection coefficient in this 
situation can be assumed to be 1(elastic colli
sion).

-1  (2)

+ 2Vwai\\ (3)

Rvall _  W丄

W a l l — ( - 0

V ±  =

After the rotational coordinate transforma
tion to the coordinate with reference to the x —y 
axises, vx and vy.

( vx \  _  I —sind cosO \  ( v± 
vy I l cos 8 s in 0 J \  v/ /

As the rigid wall contracts toward the dis
charge axis, particles gain the velocity incre
ment by the multiple collisions with the con- 
tracting rigid wall every collision. As shown 
in the above equations, particle velocities are 
the function of the rigid wall angle 6. The 0 
is defined as the angle between x  axis and the 
rigid wall surface. As the surface of the rigid 
wall close to the y axis, the angle 0 increases. 
However, experimental stuff are defined as an
gles between y axis and themselves according 
to the custom. Assumed that the angle is de
fined as 0, the criteria <\> =  (7r/2) —0 is satisfied.

According to Gureev (1980), the current sheet 
was simulated by a quadratic curve in this cal
culation. In this calculation, the equation like 
x = (1/a ) • was used as the basic shape of 
the wall, where a is the slope of the equation. 
The relation between the angle 6 and the slope 
a is defined as 0 =  arctana. The slope a was 
set between 1 〜 5. Larger a means tha t larger 
6 and smaller <f>.

3 . C alculation  R esu lts

Results of the calculation are shown as follows. 
Figure 2 shows a typical spatial changes of trav
eling particles between the rigid wall. Parame
ters of the calculation were shown; slope a 4.5, 
initial velocity of the wall 0.01, initial velocity 
of particles 0.01, the total number of particles 
3 x l0 4, total time step 100. Red points axe all 
particles. Curved blue lines show the cylindri
cal rigid wall.

Figure 3 shows the dependency of total num
ber of particles against the highest velocity to 
the y direction under the condition of slope a 
4.5, initial velocity of the wall 0.01, initial ve
locity of particles 0.01. Total number of 3 x l0 4 
particles are considered to be enough for the 
correctness of this calculation.

Figure 4 shows an temporal change of high
est velocity of whole particles to the y  direction. 
At the time step 100, the rigid wall reaches y 
axis (discharge axis). The light blue line shows 
the initial velocity (0.01). The cross point be
tween cobalt-color line and the horizontal axis 
is the timing of end of the contraction. As par
ticles travel between the wall, they obtained ve
locity increments step by step. From the start 
to step 80, particles have almost constant ve
locities. After around 80 steps, velocities rise 
drastically. Final velocities reached about 0.12 
which is twelve times larger than the initial ve
locity.

Figure 5 shows an temporal change of total 
collision numbers for each particle. After al
most 70 steps, total collision number increased 
gradually. Once the total number reached to 
eight at about 90 steps, they were constant till 
the end of the calculation.

Figure 6 shows the slope dependency of the 
highest velocity to the y direction. This slope 
means the slope of the quadratic curves hav
ing the shape like x = ( l /a)  • y^. Larger slope 
a means tha t larger angle 6 between the rigid
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Fig. 4: Temporal change of highest velocity of 
whole particles to the y direction.
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Fig. 5: Temporal change of total collision numbers 
for each particle.

wall and x  axis. As shown in Fig. 6, highest 
velocities of particles to the y  direction were 
maximized at the slope of 4.5. In smaller and 
larger than the slope 4.5, ^/-directional veloc
ities of particles decreased. Compared with 
slope 1 and 4.5, the velocities increased 60%. 
Accordingly, the magnetic wall reflection model 
derived the clear angle dependency of velocity 
of accelerated particles in this calculation. This 
tendency should be verified by using z-pinch 
plasmas produced by the experimental method.

4 . E xperim en ta l R esu lts

According to a numerical simulation with the 
magnetic wall reflection model, the highest ki
netic energies of accelerated ions are likely to 
be the function of the angle of the plasma cur
rent sheet. If ion energies have the dependency 
of the current-sheet angle in the experiments, 
that could lead the correctness of the magnetic

^  Slope of the rigid wall equation
[no dimension]

Fig. 6: Slope dependency of the highest velocity to 
the y direction.

wall reflection model. Angles of the current 
sheet can be changed by the gas-puff nozzles 
and cathode apertures.

The gas-puff z-pinch experiments were car
ried out with the SHOTGUN-III device in the 
Nihon University [10]. The Thomson parabola 
analyzer [11] was used for measuring ion en
ergies and spedes. Discharge gas was Ar (5 
atm). Three types of gas nozzles (10, 20 and 
30 degrees) and three types of cathode aper
tures (35, 40 and 45 degrees) were used. As 
the angle of gas nozzles decreased, the highest 
kinetic energies of acceleratea ions increased. 
The tenaency is consistent with the magnetic 
wall reflection model. While, as the angle of 
cathode apertures decreased, the energies de
creased. This is inconsistent with the model. 
Although the decrease of the current sheet an
gle was expected by the decrease of cathode 
aperture, at the same time, it may have caused 
the decrease of the distance capable of the ion 
accelerations along the discharge axis.

5 . C onclusion

Trajectory calculation of particles showed angle- 
dependency of the rigid wall in this study. This 
angle-dependency is the characteristics of the 
magnetic wall reflection model. This fact could 
indicates that current-independent ion acceler
ation in the divergent gas-pufF z-pinch experi
ments is attributed to the magnetic wall reflec- 
tion model. Experimental results also showed 
the validity of the model. Consequently, the 
validity of the magnetic wall reflection model
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could be certified by this study.
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